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Abstract
Earnings Management is one of the important aspects of financial reports quality and the main subject between all the stockholders or a company. Any interference that leads to devaluation of the reports can be effective in decision making methods of financial reports users. The purpose of this research is investigating the Relationship between Managers’ Opportunistic Behavior and Earnings Management in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange in during time between years of 2008-2015. This study in terms of purpose is applied research and regarding the method of inference, this research is descriptive – correlational research. Research results show that which in research hypothesis with the increase of the free cash current as a standard of managers’ opportunistic behavior, Earnings management will increase. In addition, research hypothesis showed that company’ managers to show that situation and performance is better to maintaining share value in stock exchange and to escape losses or at times severe swinging Earnings s that leads to loss of share value in capital market. With an awareness of theoretical nature of Earnings smoothing or none-awareness of it, they take measures that lead to Earnings and loss smoothing through the tools they have at their disposal. Resulted outcomes still hold ground with controlling company’s size variables and financial leverage.
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**Introduction:**

Managers have higher motivation to manage Earnings in mid periods. Additionally, optional accruals are different in mid periods, as time management in mid periods has a more positive perspective and postpones the unpleasant news until the final period to manage Earnings (Gouni & co, 2008). Furthermore, accounting standards require that some of the incomes and expenses (such as taxes on income) that have an annual nature primarily be accounted for the whole year so that we can efficiently identify the mid period’s share. Therefore, management can use opportunistically use the estimates and reflect mid periods performance incorrectly using a tool called Earnings management (Des & Co 2009). Earnings management is one of the important aspects of financial report quality and the main subject among all the shareholders of the company. Since amount of Earnings is considered an important standard of performance evaluation, therefore, any interference that causes the devaluation of the reports can affect the decision making methods of financial reports users (Zengin & Uzkan, 2010). Hence, it can be said that shareholders pay significant attention to qualitative and quantitative aspects of Earnings. Quantitative aspects of Earnings can be amount of optional accruals. In a way that the higher the optional accruals are in Earnings, the higher manageability of Earnings becomes (Bolou & Talebi, 2010). However the important point is that the usage of annual optional accruals (an standard of Earnings management) to discover Earnings management leads to the none-discovery of Earnings management, as the effects of managing high and low Earnings (Earnings management direction) of mid periods will be adjusted at the end of the year, which this leads to a reduction in the average of accruals at the end of the year (Zengin & Uzkan, 2010). Moreover, managers have higher motivation for Earnings management in mid periods. In addition, optional accruals are different in mid periods, since management in mid periods has a more positive perspective and postpones the unpleasant news till the final mid period so that he can manage Earnings (Gouni & Co, 2008). In addition, accounting standards require that some incomes and expenses (such as tax on income) that have an annual nature primarily be estimated for the whole year so that we can efficiently identify mid period’s share according to it. Therefore, managers can use these estimates opportunistically and reflect mid periods performance incorrectly using a tool called Earnings management (Das & co, 2009). The Current research has done to investigate the relationship between Managers’ Opportunistic Behavior and Earnings Management in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange. We try to answer that question that if there is a relationship between manager’s opportunistic behavior and Earnings management. If it is positive, how is it?

**Problem Statement**

Earnings management is one of the important aspects of financial reports quality and the main subject between all the stockholders or a company since amount of Earnings is considered an important standard for performance evaluation. Therefore, any interference that leads to devaluation of the reports can affect decision making methods of financial reports users (Zengin & Uzkan, 2010). Thus it can be said that investors pay significant attention to qualitative and quantitative aspects of Earnings. Quantitative aspects of Earnings can be considered as the amount of optional accruals. In a way that the higher the optional accruals in Earnings it indicates higher manageability of Earnings (Bolo & Talebi, 2010). But the important point is that employing annual optional accruals (an standard of Earnings management) to discover Earnings management leads to the none-discovery of it, since the effects of managing high and low Earnings (Earnings management direction) of mid periods are adjusted at the end of the year which
leads a reduction in the average of accruals at the end of the year (Zengin & Uzkan, 2010). In addition, managers have higher motivation in mid periods for Earnings management. Additionally, optional accruals are different during mid-period, since management has a more positive perspective in mid periods and postpones unpleasant news till the final mid period so that he can manage Earnings (Gouni & Co 2008). In addition, accounting standards require that some incomes and expenses (such as tax on income) that have an annual nature primarily be estimated for the whole year so that we can efficiently identify mid period’s share according to it. Therefore, managers can use these estimates opportunistically and reflect mid periods performance incorrectly using a tool called Earnings management (Das & co, 2009). The Current research has done to investigate the relationship between Managers’ Opportunistic Behavior and Earnings Management in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange. Managers can use their knowledge in commerce activities of the company to improve the efficiency of financial statements as a tool for transferring information to potential investors and creditors. Despite this, if managers have motivations in misleading financial statement users through applying their authority in accounting selections in financial reporting, it is possible that Earnings management occurs. Earnings management is an important aspect of financial report and the main subject of all the company’s shareholders. Therefore, any interference that leads to the devaluation of the reports, can affect the decision making methods of financial reports users (Uzkan 2010).

The aim of financial reporting is providing useful information for commerce decision makings. Earnings report is a standard for evaluation company’s performance and one purpose of financial reports. Due to the importance of Earnings for the consumers managers try to manipulate sum and the method of Earnings provision. Using accruals is one of the methods which managers use to manipulate Earnings the system of committed accounting. This behavioral phenomenon of managers is called Earnings management (Qorbani & GolMohammadi 2012). Furthermore, obtained results of this research can be useful in investor’s decision makings aligned with more attention to effective factors in Earnings management, and opportunistic behavior of managers of the companies.

Research Background
Antonio Lopo Martinez (2010) in a research in Brazil investigates that whether the growth of corporative governance, auditing comments by the four major auditing companies have a relationship with a tendency to commitment in Earnings management through accounting selections or operational decisions. Evidences from one of the Brazilian companies indicate that a list of Nevo Mercado (new market) a part of Sao Paolo’s stock exchange needs to increase corporative governance performance. Among other requirements and auditing by one of the four major auditing companies, reduces Earnings management through audition selections and conditional comments of auditors is a scale of Earnings management. At any rate, except for special cases of the list of the second section of Nevo Mercado and auditing by the four major auditing companies do not give reassurance regarding the reduction of Earnings management through operational decisions.

Syed Zulfiqar Ali Shah et al., (2010) conducted a research titled “corporative governance and Earnings management in Pakistani listed companies”. Through using Jones’s adjusted model they calculated optional accruals and by testing the hypotheses through regression method concluded that the quality of
corporative governance has a positive relationship with Earnings management. One of the reasons of this result the revelation of corporative governance methods that are presented by the companies. Zengin & Uzkan (2012) They investigated the relationship between auditing quality and Earnings management in mid period financial statements using 2152 observations in during of three months of the companies from 2009 to 2012. They found out that 4 auditing giants, expertise in industry and tenure of auditing company (as auditing quality indexes) limit optional accruals (an index for Earnings management).

Wuchun Chi et al., (2013) investigated the relationship between advanced auditing and true Earnings management in 1800 companies from 2008 to 2013. In their research they first found out that expert auditors in industry and major auditors (Capital N) receive higher wages than other auditors. They also concluded that expert auditors in industry and true major auditors limit Earnings, however, auditors with high tenure have a positive relationship with true management of Earnings and change of auditor can lead to lower Earnings management.

Nonahal et al., (2012) investigated the relationship between auditing quality and the reliability of accruals from 2008 to 2011. Research results show that audited companies by high quality auditors have a higher accruals stability coefficient in comparison to audited companies by the lower quality auditors and as a result have higher optional accruals reliability.

Hejazi & Mohammadi (2013) in a research attempted to predict Earnings management through nerve system and decision tree in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange. Research results showed that the nerve system and decision tree method is more accurate in predicting Earnings management in comparison to linear methods and have lower error level. Furthermore, Earnings management have the most relations with optional and non-optional accrual variables of the previous period and company’s performance and the rate of Earnings consistency in both methods.

Research Question:
How much do the Managers’ Opportunistic behaviors and Earnings management have significant relationship in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange?

Research Hypothesis:
There is significant relationship between Managers’ Opportunistic behaviors and Earnings management in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange
Research Conceptual Model


Test of statistical population and statistical sample
Test period of the research is a seven year spam based on the financial statements of 2008 to 2014 of the selected companies. Albeit, with considering the testing the research hypothesis we need to calculate changes of the year (t) in comparison to year (t-1), to compute some of the variables we need the information of the year 2008. Therefore, statistical population of this research is production companies of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange from 2008 to 2014 that have the following conditions:

1. Financial information of the company for the considered period is available.
2. The company has not received losses during the period and end of the financial year ends with end of March, and do not change the financial year during the period under study.

3. It is not one of the financial banks or institutes (investing companies, financial intermediaries, Holding companies, leasing companies)

4. The companies are accepted in the exchange till the end of 2008 and do not exit the exchange from 2008 to 2014 from Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange.

5. During the research, does not remain inactive for more than four months, since calculating the variables under study related to the market regarding the mention companies and using them in the research can have unpleasant effect on research results.

Thus, number of the companies that had the above mentioned qualifications was 133.

**Research findings**

**Research Hypothesis:**

There is significant relationship between Managers’ Opportunistic behaviors and Earnings management in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange.

To recognize the issue that the hypothesis model is model of combination data or a model with a fixed effect, or a model with a random effect, we investigate the Chow, Lagrange coefficient, and Hausman tests for the model. Table (1) presents Chow, Lagrange coefficient, and Hausman tests results. According to the mentioned tests, effects model is selected as fixed.

**Table (1): results of testing the Chow, Lagrange coefficient and Hausman test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Test Type</th>
<th>Test Statistic</th>
<th>Significant level</th>
<th>Test result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All the companies</td>
<td>Chow Test</td>
<td>1.857</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Confirmation of fixed effect model against combination data model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lagrange Coefficient test</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>Confirmation of random effect model against combination data model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hausman test</td>
<td>13.03</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>Confirmed of fixed effects against random effect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results registered in table (1) research model for all the companies is estimated with fixed effects and estimate results are presented in table (2) to test the research hypothesis.
## Table 2: Results of estimate model to test the research hypothesis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory variable</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>T Statistic</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FCF</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.246</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>1.384</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>5.939</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEV</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>1.603</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.364</td>
<td>-6.390</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.909</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durbin -Watson Statistic</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table (2) F test is known for showing the significant of the whole regression. Furthermore, in the selected model $R^2 = 0.40$ is obtained. Intended explanatory variables explain 40 percent of the changes of the dependent variable. Durbin - Watson statistic is between 1.5 and 2.5, which shows there is no self-correlation problem among perturbation sentences of estimated model. As the above table shows, free cash current coefficient is positive and statistically is at the 5 percent error level of significant. It means that with decreasing the Operational free cash flow as manager’s opportunistic behavior, also earnings management will be confirmed. According to other results coefficient of company’s size and financial leverage have positive and significant relationship with Earnings management, and no significant relationship was found between Earnings ability and liquidity with Earnings management.

### Conclusion

According to the results of this research, in research hypothesis with considering the positive and significant relationship between Earnings management and as manager’s opportunistic behaviour in Corporations of Accepted in Tehran Stock Exchange, In others words, as with an increase in financial leverage managers motivation for management decreases, we recommend with an increase of financial leverage which as a consequence the pressures of debt contracts can lead to a decrease in in the opportunity of opportunistic behaviors on the side of the managers, make them more cautious. Also it can be noted that free cash currents of the companies can be considered as drive for Earnings management. We recommend that other components regarding control and reduction of Earnings management be evaluated by considering managers awareness level of opportunistic behavior of the managers of the companies in the hypothesis.
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